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ABSTRACT

Amajor feature of projected changes in Southern Hemisphere climate under future scenarios of increased

greenhouse gas concentrations is the poleward shift and strengthening of the main eddy-driven belt of

midlatitude, near-surface westerly winds (the westerly jet). However, there is large uncertainty in projected

twenty-first-century westerly jet changes across different climate models. Here models from the World

Climate Research Programme’s phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) were

evaluated to assess linkages between diversity in simulated sea ice area (SIA), Antarctic amplification, and

diversity in projected twenty-first-century changes in the westerly jet following the representative concen-

tration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario. To help disentangle cause and effect in the coupled model analysis,

uncoupled atmosphere-only fixed sea surface experiments from CMIP5 were also evaluated. It is shown that

across all seasons, approximately half of the variance in projected RCP8.5 jet strengthening is explained

statistically by intermodel differences in simulated historical SIA, whereby CMIP5 models with larger

baseline SIA exhibit more ice retreat and less jet strengthening in the future. However, links to jet shift are

muchweaker and are only statistically significant in austral autumn andwinter. It is suggested that a significant

cross-model correlation between historical jet strength and projected strength change (r520.58) is, at least

in part, a result of atmospherically driven historical SIA biases, which then feed back into the atmosphere in

future projections. The results emphasize that SIA appears to act in concert with proximal changes in sea

surface temperature gradients in relation to model diversity in westerly jet projections.

1. Introduction

Climate models simulate a robust poleward shift and

strengthening of the main eddy-driven belt of Southern

Hemisphere (SH) midlatitude near-surface westerly

winds (hereinafter referred to as the westerly jet or jet)

under future scenarios of increased greenhouse gas

concentrations (Collins et al. 2013). However, there is a

large uncertainty over the magnitude of such changes

across different climate models (Kidston and Gerber

2010;Wilcox et al. 2012; Bracegirdle et al. 2013; Simpson

and Polvani 2016), which has global implications in

terms of the rate of uptake of heat and CO2 in the

Southern Ocean (LeQuéré et al. 2007; Lovenduski et al.
2007; Frölicher et al. 2015) and ocean circulation (Hall

and Visbeck 2002; Meredith and Hogg 2006; Meijers

et al. 2012; Sallee et al. 2013; Waugh et al. 2013). The

analysis of storm-track responses under scenarios of

future anthropogenic forcing in the World Climate Re-

search Programme’s phase 5 of the Coupled Model In-

tercomparison Project (CMIP5) dataset (Taylor et al.

2012), conducted by Harvey et al. (2014), suggests that

constraints on climate model uncertainty in polar am-

plification could potentially help to reduce uncertainty
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in westerly jet responses. Previous research has found

that climatemodels with excessive SH sea ice area (SIA)

in their simulations of baseline present-day climate ex-

hibit more sea ice retreat and more Antarctic warming

under scenarios of twenty-first-century increases in ra-

diative forcing (Flato 2004; Bracegirdle et al. 2015). The

link between Antarctic warming and an observable

quantity (present-day SIA) therefore provides the po-

tential to use observations to help constrain estimates of

future long-term (twenty-first century) Antarctic climate

change. Here this possibility is investigated in the context

of the westerly jet by evaluating the degree to which

model diversity in simulated SIA and related Antarctic

warming may be related to model diversity in projections

of change in jet position and strength in the CMIP5

models. Since the direction of causality in cross-model

relationships is difficult to determine when considering

just fully coupled ocean–atmosphere climate models, the

potential roles of ocean–atmosphere feedbacks are as-

sessed by comparison with atmosphere-only simulations.

By way of introduction, CMIP5 ensemble-mean-

projected twenty-first-century changes in zonal mean

westerly wind U and zonal mean temperature T across

different seasons following the high-emission RCP8.5

scenario are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (see section 2 for

details of the data and methods). As has been docu-

mented in previous studies, under global warming sce-

narios midlatitude jets and storm tracks are influenced

by contrasting changes in upper- and lower-tropospheric

meridional temperature gradients (e.g., Held 1993;

Brayshaw et al. 2011; Chavaillaz et al. 2013; Harvey et al.

2014; McGraw and Barnes 2016). In the upper tropo-

sphere, there is a broad increase in the meridional

equator–pole temperature difference, as the tropics

warm much more quickly than higher latitudes (Fig. 2).

This acts to induce the ensemble-mean poleward shift

and strengthening of the jet that is evident in Fig. 1.

However, near the surface in winter there is a more rapid

low-level warming at high latitudes (between approxi-

mately 608 and 708S), which is strongest in autumn and

winter in association with retreating sea ice (e.g., see

Bracegirdle et al. 2008). This enhanced low-level warm-

ing is more clearly evident in austral winter (Fig. 2c) than

in austral summer (Fig. 2a), broadly collocated with the

range in model-simulated historical climatological ice-

edge latitudes. Acting alone, more rapid polar warming

FIG. 1. Ensemble-mean twenty-first-centuryDU for (a)DJF, (b)MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON (color shading, with

intervals 0,60.5,61,62,64,68,616, and632m s21). The ensemble-mean historical climatology is shown by the

contour lines (contour interval of 5m s21). The CMIP5 historical mean sea ice edge equivalent latitudes are in-

dicated by inward-pointing blue tick marks on the x axis (one tick mark per model), with the satellite-derived

equivalent latitude shown by an outward-pointing black tick mark.
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induces a weakening and equatorward shift of the jet,

therefore partially offsetting the effects of change at

upper levels (e.g., Harvey et al. 2015). Although polar

amplification is weaker over Antarctica than over the

Arctic (in somemodels and seasons this ‘‘amplification’’

is less than one, but for consistency the term Antarctic

amplificationwill still be used here), its magnitude varies

significantly across different climate models, therefore

potentially contributing to diversity in storm-track pro-

jections (Harvey et al. 2014).

Polar warming has been found to dominate climate

model diversity in projected changes in lower-tropospheric

equator–pole temperature difference (i.e., polar amplifi-

cation) whereas tropical warming dominates in the upper

troposphere (Chavaillaz et al. 2013; Harvey et al. 2014).

Model diversity in Antarctic warming is tightly linked to

change in surrounding sea surface conditions and sea ice

retreat (e.g., Krinner et al. 2014; Bracegirdle et al. 2015),

and in a given warming scenario, the baseline latitude of

the sea ice edge affects the precise location of changes in

surface meridional temperature gradient of both hemi-

spheres (Holland and Bitz 2003). The effect of SH sea ice

expansion/contraction on the westerly jet has been found

to be strongest in the cold season and in configurations

where retreat occurs close to the axis of the jet because of

impacts on the local meridional temperature gradients

(Kidston et al. 2011; Bader et al. 2013). Therefore, the

simulated baseline latitude of the SH sea ice edge has the

potential to modulate projected changes in the westerly

jet, particularly in the cold season. It is, of course, impor-

tant to point out that a number of mechanisms can

induce a response in the westerly jet, such as changes in

vertical temperature gradients (Frierson 2006; Yin 2005),

diabatic heating (Woollings et al. 2016), tropopause height

(Williams 2006; Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007), and basic

state circulation change (Kushner et al. 2001; Chen and

Held 2007; Wittman et al. 2007). In the CMIP5 coupled

modeling framework evaluated here, all or some of these

mechanisms may be operating alongside meridional tem-

perature gradient change; therefore, again, one should

take care in implying direct causality in cross-model cor-

relations between Antarctic amplification and jet re-

sponses. However, the results of Harvey et al. (2015),

where temperature gradient changes were altered directly,

provide evidence for meridional temperature gradient

change as a key driver.

In summer, projected changes in the westerly jet are

influenced by springtime stratospheric ozone changes

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for DT. The contour interval is 1 K. The horizontal solid thick black lines indicate the

averaging latitudes for upper-tropospheric tropical and polar temperature, which are used to compute T_EPU.
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over the polar cap. In the CMIP5 models, SH polar

stratospheric ozone amounts recover during the twenty-

first century, mainly between 2000 and 2050 (Eyring

et al. 2013). Although this recovery induces a lower-

stratospheric, high-latitude warming (between 100 and

200 hPa) up to 2050, under the RCP8.5 scenario the

effects of greenhouse gas increases (which induce a

cooling in the stratosphere) emerge to cancel out this

warming during the second half of the century (Wilcox

et al. 2012; see also Fig. 2d).

Model diversity in westerly jet responses to a given

forcing scenario is caused by a number of factors both

coupled (e.g., relating to SST and sea ice) and uncoupled

(e.g., internal atmospheric dynamics). In terms of at-

mospheric mechanisms, previous research suggests that

distinguishing between jet strength and latitude may be

important both in the context of (i) internal atmospheric

feedbacks and (ii) contrasting responses to different

external drivers. Regarding the first point, the widely

reported state dependency between simulated baseline

jet latitude and diversity in poleward shifts across dif-

ferent climate models has been suggested to be due to

internal atmospheric dynamical processes such as co-

herence of eddy feedbacks (Simpson et al. 2012) and

fluctuation–dissipation theory (Kidston and Gerber 2010;

McGraw and Barnes 2016). However, McGraw and

Barnes (2016) found no clear state dependency in jet

strength and attributed this to a weaker fluctuation–

dissipation effect for strength. On the second point,

upper-levelmeridional temperature gradient changes have

been found in a range ofmodel setups to havemore impact

on westerly jet shift compared to lower-level and/or sur-

face meridional temperature gradient changes (Riviere

2011; McGraw and Barnes 2016). Previous studies of links

between diversity in CMIP responses of the westerly jet to

climate forcing have focused mainly on jet shift, thus mo-

tivating an analysis of both shift and strength change here.

In this study the CMIP5 dataset is used to answer the

following questions:

1) How strong are the cross-model relationships be-

tween historical SIA, Antarctic amplification, and

projected twenty-first-century changes in strength

and position of the westerly jet?

2) How strong is the evidence for a direct influence of

sea ice retreat on diversity in jet projections?

3) What is the potential role of internal atmospheric

feedbacks in driving diversity in sea ice and jet

projections (and their linkages)?

2. Data and methods

The CMIP5 dataset was used for the analysis in this

study. Data from two of the fully coupled experiments

were used: historical and representative concentration

pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5). Both the historical and RCP8.5

coupled simulations are forced by known important

anthropogenic and natural drivers of climate change

(Meinshausen et al. 2011). In addition, data from four

atmosphere-only experiments with fixed sea surface

temperature (SST) and sea ice were also used (amip,

amipFuture, amip4K, and amip4xCO2). For amip, the

lower boundary SST and sea ice are prescribed based on

time-varying observations from 1979 to 2008, along with

the same natural and anthropogenic atmospheric cli-

mate forcings that were used in the historical experi-

ment. In amipFuture, a patterned forcing of projected

future SST change is added to the amip experimental

setup, which is otherwise unchanged. CMIP3 simula-

tions are used to define the SST warming pattern, which

is scaled such that the global mean SST forcing is 4K.

The same approach is used for the amip4K experiments,

except that a uniform SST warming of 4K is added

rather than a patterned warming. In both amipFuture

and amip4K, sea ice is kept at control (amip) values. In

the amip4xCO2 experiment, atmospheric CO2 concen-

trations were quadrupled relative to preindustrial levels,

but with the same surface conditions as amip.

For analysis of the coupled historical and RCP8.5 sim-

ulations, diagnostics were derived from annual and sea-

sonalmeans ofmultiannual climatologies ofmonthlymean

CMIP5 data: zonal wind on pressure levels (CMIP5 vari-

able name ua), temperature on pressure levels (ta), air

temperature at 2m (tas), and sea ice concentration (sic).

The 30-yr climatological means for each month were cal-

culated for both the late twentieth century (1970–99) from

the historical data and the late twenty-first century (2070–

99) from the RCP8.5 data. Twenty-first-century responses

to anthropogenic forcing were calculated as differences

between the late-twenty-first century (RCP8.5) and late-

twentieth-century (historical) climatologies.

Although the 1970–99 baseline period could poten-

tially be affected by rapid loss of SH polar stratospheric

ozone from the late 1970s, the results were not found to

be sensitive to the use of an earlier baseline period

(1870–99). For analysis of the amip simulations, only

monthly zonal wind on pressure levels (ua) was re-

quired. The climatologies for each month were used to

produce seasonal and annual climatologies, which were

then used to calculate the westerly jet, temperature, and

sea ice diagnostics. The required data were found for 36

CMIP5 models, with a subset of 25 available from the

amip simulations and 12 available from the amipFuture,

amip4K, and amip4xCO2 simulations (Table 1). For

some models, data were available from multiple re-

alizations of the same experiment (see Tables S1–S3 in

the supplemental material). In these cases, the time-slice
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climatologies for each model were calculated from

means across the available realizations for that model.

The purpose of using all available realizations was to

minimize the impact of internal climate variability on

the results. A check of the sensitivity of results to using

just a single realization from each model showed only a

negligible impact on the results (not shown).

Estimates of actual late-twentieth-century westerly

winds were taken from the observationally constrained

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim)

dataset (Dee et al. 2011).

The westerly jet diagnostics were calculated from

zonally averaged zonal wind climatologies at 850hPa

(seasonal and annual means as described above). A

cubic spline interpolation was first used to interpo-

late onto a latitudinal grid with intervals of 0.0758, which
is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than

the lower end of the range in latitudinal grid spacing

used across the CMIP5 models. The maximum between

the latitudes of 758 and 108S was then identified and

used to define the jet position (latitude) and strength

denoted as JPOS and JSTR, respectively. Twenty-first-

century change (or response), denoted DJPOS and

DJSTR, was defined as differences between jet diag-

nostics calculated from the late-twenty-first-century

RCP8.5 climatologies and late-twentieth-century histori-

cal climatologies.

TABLE 1. Models used and modeling center from historical and RCP8.5 simulations are listed in the first two columns. The amip,

amipFuture, amip4xCO2, and amip4K subsets are indicated in the remaining columns. See the appendix for expansion of modeling center

acronyms and https://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList for expansions of model name acronyms.

Model names for historical

and RCP8.5 Modeling center amip amipFuture amip4xCO2 amip4K

ACCESS1.0 CSIRO–BoM x

ACCESS1.3 CSIRO–BoM x

BCC_CSM1.1 BCC x x x x

BCC_CSM1.1(m) BCC x

BNU-ESM GCESS x

CanESM2 CCCma xa xa xa xa

CCSM4 NCAR x x x

CESM1(BGC) NSF–DOE–NCAR

CESM1(CAM5) NSF–DOE–NCAR x x

CESM1(WACCM) NSF–DOE–NCAR

CMCC-CM CMCC x

CMCC-CMS CMCC

CNRM-CM5 CNRM–CERFACS x x x x

CSIRO Mk3.6.0 CSIRO–QCCCE x

EC-EARTH EC-EARTH x

FGOALS-g2.0 LASG–CESS x x x

FIO-ESM FIO

GFDL CM3 NOAA/GFDL x

GFDL-ESM2G NOAA/GFDL

GFDL-ESM2M NOAA/GFDL

GISS-E2-H NASA GISS

GISS-E2-R NASA GISS x

HadGEM2-AO NIMR/KMA

HadGEM2-CC MOHC

HadGEM2-ES MOHC xb xb xb xb

INM-CM4.0 INM x

IPSL-CM5A-LR IPSL x x x x

IPSL-CM5A-MR IPSL x

IPSL-CM5B-LR IPSL x x x x

MIROC-ESM-CHEM MIROC

MIROC5 MIROC x x x x

MPI-ESM-LR MPI-M x x x x

MPI-ESM-MR MPI-M x x x x

MRI-CGCM3 MRI x x x x

NorESM1-M NCC x x

NorESM1-ME NCC

aAtmosphere-only model, CanAM4.
b Atmosphere-only model, HadGEM2-A.
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Sea ice area was defined as the area integral of

SouthernHemisphere seasonal and annual-mean sea ice

concentration. The historical mean and twenty-first-

century response (following the RCP8.5 scenario) in

sea ice area are, as for the jet diagnostics, denoted as SIA

and DSIA, respectively. A comparison with results

based on sea ice extent (SIE) in place of SIA showed

highly correlated results in terms of intermodel diversity

in projected responses (the cross-model correlation be-

tween annual-mean DSIA and DSIE was found to be

0.99). For SIE, annual and seasonal means were neces-

sarily compiled from extent calculations in each month

separately, for which the extent was calculated as the

area enclosed by the 15% concentration threshold (e.g.,

Comiso 2000). A sea ice edge ‘‘equivalent latitude’’ di-

agnostic was also calculated for comparison on relevant

zonal cross-section plots. This follows the approach of

Eisenman (2010) by first defining an equivalent extent as

the sum of SIE and the area of the Antarctic continent,

which is then proportional to the sine of the latitude of

the sea ice edge. The CMIP5 land area fraction fields

(CMIP5 variable sftlf) were used to calculate the area of

the Antarctic continent as defined in each model.

Seasonal and annual mean climatologies of zonally

averaged air temperature were used to calculate

upper (250 hPa) and lower [near-surface (2m)] SH

equator–pole temperature differences (denoted asT_EPU

and T_EPL, respectively, with their twenty-first-century

change expressed as DT_EPU and DT_EPL). Latitude
ranges of 908–758S and 258S–08 were used for polar and

equator temperature diagnostics, respectively.

Polar amplification was defined as the ratio between

polar cap 2-m temperature RCP8.5 twenty-first-century

response (area-weighted mean poleward of 608S) and

globally averaged 2-m temperature response. As might

be expected, DT_EPL is highly anticorrelated with

Antarctic amplification across the CMIP5 models

(r 5 20.95 for annual mean quantities).

3. Results

a. Sea ice area, meridional temperature gradients, and
diversity in westerly jet projections

The initial results presented are annual mean quan-

tities, since they capture the main qualitative picture

that is broadly seen across the different seasons evalu-

ated below. In Fig. 3 cross-model relationships between

projected changes in the westerly jet and upper and

surface equator–pole temperature differences are

shown along with SIA and DSIA (which are highly

correlated with each other, r520.83). Themain feature

evident from Fig. 3 is that the surface parameters (SIA,

DSIA, and DT_EPL) are much more strongly related to

FIG. 3. Scatterplots of SIA, DSIA, DT_EPL, and DT_EPU vs twenty-first-century change in (a)–(d) JSTR and (e)–(h) JPOS. Each dot

represents a CMIP5 model. Linear regression best fit lines and 95% confidence intervals are shown in each panel. Gray shading indicates

p , 0.05 based on the two-tailed Student’s t test. The vertical dashed lines in (a) and (e) indicate a satellite-based estimate of historical

annual-mean SIA (1979–99) from the NASA Bootstrap 2 sea ice concentration dataset (Comiso 2000). The variance explained R2 and

p values are additionally displayed in each panel.
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DJSTR than toDJPOS across themodels. The contrast is

clearest for SIA and DSIA, for which nearly half of the

variance in jet strength projections is explained (43%

and 42%, respectively; Figs. 3a,b), and yet only 4% and

1% is explained for diversity in jet shift projections

(Figs. 3e,f). In contrast, DT_EPU exhibits significant

cross-model relationships with both jet shift and

strength change.

In Table 2 the relationships shown in Fig. 3 are ex-

tended to all four canonical seasons. The seasonal results

are qualitatively similar to the annual mean results. Sig-

nificant relationships between jet strength and SIA are

evident in all seasons. The largest explained variances

involving sea ice are in autumn (MAM) (as large as 58%

for jet strength change regressed onto SIA). There is

also a statistically significant relationship between jet shift

and SIA in autumn, although this is much weaker and

explains only 20% of the intermodel variance. The sta-

tistically significant slopes in regressions of jet strength

onto sea ice variables in DJF serve as a reminder that

cause and effect cannot be implied by the cross-model

relationships alone, since changes in sea ice in summer are

small and have been found in atmosphere-only studies to

have a negligible effect on tropospheric circulation (e.g.,

Raphael 2003; Kidston et al. 2011). Other aspects of the

climate system will change along with sea ice in a coupled

model setup; therefore, to provide a broader picture of

wider linkages, Fig. 4 shows latitude–height cross sections

TABLE 2. Linear regression variances explained and sign of slopes (jrjr) for the variables shown in Fig. 3, but for different seasons. p values
of less than 0.01 are indicated by boldface font, 0.01 # p , 0.05 by italic font, and p $ 0.05 by normal roman font.

DJF MAM JJA SON

DJSTR DJPOS DJSTR DJPOS DJSTR DJPOS DJSTR DJPOS

SIA 20.39 0.10 20.58 0.20 20.29 0.20 20.24 0.01

DSIA 0.29 20.08 0.54 20.10 0.37 20.12 0.23 0.00

DT_EPL 0.58 20.37 0.53 20.16 0.54 20.16 0.65 20.17

DT_EPU 0.50 20.66 0.43 20.39 0.46 20.18 0.40 20.17

FIG. 4. Slopes of CMIP5 twenty-first-century DT linearly regressed onto simulated historical SIA for (a) DJF,

(b) MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON. The dotted and dashed lines bound regions of statistical significance at the p 5
0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively, based on the two-sided Student’s t test. As in Fig. 1, the CMIP5 historicalmean sea

ice edge equivalent latitudes are indicated by blue inward-pointing tick marks on the x axis.
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of cross-model regressions of projected zonal mean tem-

perature response DT onto historical SIA.

Figure 4 shows that, as described previously in

Bracegirdle et al. (2015), CMIP5 models with more ex-

tensive sea ice in their historical climatologies exhibit

more high-latitude, low-level warming associated with

larger projected loss of sea ice in these models. In

summer (DJF), the region of significant near-surface

regression slopes extends to approximately 508S
(Fig. 4a), which is equatorward of the multimodel mean

summer equivalent sea ice edge close to the Antarctic

coastline at approximately 658S. Although the multi-

model mean and observed sea ice areas are small in

summer, it is clear from Fig. 1a that somemodels exhibit

relatively large summer ice areas. This helps to explain

the existence of statistically significant temperature–

SIA relationships in summer, although overall this re-

gion of significant regression slopes (bounded by the

dashed lines in Fig. 4a) is small and largely confined to

high latitudes and low altitudes.

Autumn (MAM) and winter (JJA) are the seasons

with the most extensive and significant linear relation-

ships between DT and SIA (Figs. 4b,c and 5b,c) and

DSIA (not shown). This is consistent with the larger

projected future surface temperature responses in re-

gions of ice retreat in MAM and JJA compared to SON

and DJF (Bracegirdle et al. 2008). As noted in

Bracegirdle et al. (2015), in all seasons the high-latitude

temperature changes are not significantly related to low-

latitude change across the different CMIP5 models

(implying that models with a larger retreat of sea ice and

stronger polar warming do not necessarily exhibit larger

tropical warming, and vice versa). It therefore appears

that processes at mid-to-high southern latitudes are the

key to constraining model uncertainty in the rate of

warming at high southern latitudes.

The latitude–height cross sections of zonalmean zonal

wind response DU regressed onto SIA also show more

significant relationships in MAM and JJA compared to

SON and DJF as expected (Figs. 6 and 7), with larger

regions of significant slopes and larger associated ex-

plained variances. Indeed, up to approximately one-

third of the intermodel variance in lower-tropospheric

DU atmid-to-high latitudes can be explained statistically

by historical sea ice area. This is lower than the ex-

plained variances for jet strength change regressed onto

SIA (Fig. 3 and Table 2), which is likely a consequence

of differing latitudes of the jet across different

CMIP5 models.

One of the implications of the results shown in Fig. 3

and Table 2 is that constraining projections of relative

Antarctic warming (Antarctic amplification) in the

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for R2.
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CMIP5 ensemble is of more importance with regard to

diversity in projections of jet strength than jet latitude.

To investigate this further, Fig. 8 shows projected

DT regressed onto DJSTR (Figs. 8a,b) and DJPOS

(Figs. 8c,d). Themost striking feature of Fig. 8 is that the

region of large regression slopes near the surface at high

latitudes associated with DJSTR (poleward of ;508S in

Figs. 8a,b) is almost completely absent in regressions of

DT onto DJPOS (Figs. 8c,d). Also consistent with Fig. 3,

model diversity in upper-tropospheric tropical warming

is related to both jet shift and strengthening (Figs. 8a,c).

b. Comparing model diversity in historical bias and
response across AMIP and CMIP

The direction of causality is not clear from the cross-

model relationships shown in the previous subsection.

One way to investigate this is to compare model di-

versity across different variables in coupled (historical

and RCP8.5) and uncoupled atmosphere-only simula-

tions (amip, amipFuture, amip4K, and amip4xCO2),

which represents an extension of the approach of Hyder

et al. 2017 (manuscript submitted to Nat. Commun.)

to include future response. Since the SST and sea ice

fields do not vary between models in the amip-style

experiments, the baseline amip jet biases and inter-

model diversity in jet responses will be independent of

ocean–atmosphere–ice feedbacks. For simplicity, the

discussion of the amip perturbation results below is

primarily focused on the results from amipFuture. The

amip4K and amip4xCO2 results are shown in Table S3

of the supplemental material to evaluate robustness of

the amipFuture results.

One possibility is that the intrinsic atmospheric

baseline JSTR could play a key role in setting the

baseline historical SIA and therefore influenceDSIA by,

at the simplest level, varying the amount of sea ice

available to retreat (and induce lower-tropospheric

warming) in the future. Mahlstein et al. (2013) showed

that there is a strong relationship between near-surface

westerlies over the Southern Ocean (south of 558S) and
SIA across the CMIP5 models in all seasons. Similarly,

significant links are seen here between annual-mean

JSTR and SIA (Fig. 9a) in coupled simulations, which

are consistently statistically significant across all four

seasons (not shown). However, it is not clear whether

SIA biases and/or correlated variables (e.g., SST gradi-

ents) are driving the atmospheric biases, or vice versa.

Figure 9 indicates a significant role for intrinsic atmo-

spheric biases, whereby models with a strong jet in

coupled mode also exhibit a strong jet in atmosphere-

only (amip) mode (Fig. 9b); as a consequence, coupled

SIA biases are positively correlated with amip jet

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for twenty-first-century DU linearly regressed on historical SIA.
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strength biases (Fig. 9c). In other words, this is consistent

with a significant role for intrinsic atmospheric jet strength

as a driver of intermodel differences in coupled historical

SIA. Observational estimates lie within the 95% confi-

dence interval of the linear fit between historical jet

strength and SIA (Fig. 9a), indicating that models with

more realistic jet strength also broadly exhibit a more re-

alistic SIA. No significant relationships were found when

this analysis was repeated for jet latitude (not shown).

It is natural then to ask the extent to which model di-

versity in projected SIA retreat (or DSIA) may also have

been driven by intermodel differences in intrinsic

atmosphere-only westerly jet responses. If internal at-

mospheric responses to greenhouse gas forcing (and as-

sociated SST change) are a significant driver of diversity

in sea ice responses across the different models, then one

might expect that models with more jet strengthening in

atmosphere-only mode would also exhibit more jet

strengthening in coupled mode and less retreat of sea ice.

However, this was not found to be the case (Fig. 10): no

significant correlations were found between diversity in

amipFuture responses and jet strength responses in cou-

pled CMIP5 simulations with common atmospheric

components (see Table 1). (Note that this result is not

changed if Fig. 10 is repeated based on responses from

amip4xCO2 or amip4K; see Figs. S1 and S2 in the sup-

plemental material.) This implies that ocean/ice surface

changes (or atmosphere–ice–ocean interactions) are key

to determining the diversity in coupled CMIP5 DJSTR.

Consistent with the possibility of an important role for

ocean–ice–atmosphere feedbacks in driving diversity in

DJSTR, a negative cross-model correlation evident in the

CMIP5 models between historical JSTR and RCP8.5

response (DJSTR; r520.58, expressed as jrjr520.33 in

Table 3, for annual mean parameters) is entirely absent

from a comparative assessment of amip baseline jet

strength versus amipFuture responses (Table 3). In con-

trast, the well-established jet latitude state dependence

still persists in winter (JJA) for amipFuture and amip4K

responses and spring (SON) and autumn (MAM) for

amip4xCO2 responses (Tables 3 and 4). This is consistent

with the weaker correlations between jet latitude and

SIA documented earlier in this paper and the internal

atmospheric mechanisms discussed in the introduction.

The broader picture, therefore, appears to be that

intrinsic intermodel differences in jet strength simulated

in atmosphere-only mode play a key role in driving di-

versity in coupled historical SIA, but that surface

changes and/or coupled feedbacks are themain driver of

diversity in coupled RCP8.5 jet strength responses.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for R2. In addition, the ensemble-mean historical climatology of U is shown by the thin

contour lines (repeated from Fig. 1 to aid comparison with regression patterns).
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Therefore, this provides a mechanism by which the

existence of, for example, a weak historical westerly jet

in a givenmodel (and resulting smaller SIA) could cause

the same model to exhibit stronger future strengthening

under increased greenhouse gases (since less ice is

available to retreat in the future).

4. Conclusions

In this study, relationships across different CMIP5

models between SH SIA, equator–pole meridional tem-

perature gradients (Antarctic amplification), and the SH

tropospheric westerly jet have been examined. This was

FIG. 8. The DT regressed onto (top) DJSTR and (bottom) DJPOS for (a),(c) linear regression slopes and (b),(d) R2.

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of (a) historical SIA vs historical JSTR, (b) historical JSTR vs amip JSTR, and (c) historical SIA vs amip JSTR. A

subset of 25models is shown for which corresponding atmospheric components are available across both amip and coupledCMIP5models

(Table 1). The asterisks show observational estimates of the quantities plotted, specifically satellite-estimated annual-mean SIA vs re-

analysis-based annual-mean JSTR for the period 1979–99 (NASABootstrap 2 andERA-Interim). The linear regression lines and symbols

follow Fig. 3. The best fit lines and confidence intervals follow the definitions in Fig. 3.
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motivated by previous results showing that CMIP5models

with excessive SIA in their historical simulations exhibit

more retreat of sea ice and stronger Antarctic warming in

their future projections. The aim of this study was to de-

termine the degree to which future projections of strength

and position of the westerly jet may also be related to in-

termodel diversity in simulated SIA.

Here we answer the questions posed in the introduction:

1) Projected future change in the westerly jet is strongly

related across the CMIP5 models with simulated

historical SIA, DSIA, and DT_EPL. Across all sea-

sons approximately half of the variance in projected

jet strengthening is explained statistically by simu-

lated SIA (R2 as high as 0.58 in MAM), whereby

models with larger historical SIA exhibit less

strengthening in the future. However, links between

SIA and jet shift are much weaker and only statisti-

cally significant in MAM and JJA (see Table 2). In-

deed, diversity in jet shift projections ismore strongly

related to tropical warming and DT_EPU.

2) The stronger correlations between SIA and the

westerly jet in MAM and JJA are consistent with a

stronger direct effect of sea ice retreat in those

seasons. However, the results emphasize that SIA

likely acts in concert with proximal high-latitude

changes in sea surface temperature gradients and

that the SIA diagnostic in the context of cross-model

correlations should therefore be considered as rep-

resenting these combined effects. Further research

is required to elucidate the interactions and feed-

backs of different components of the atmosphere–

ocean–ice system around Antarctica.

3) No clear evidence was found to support the possibil-

ity that intermodel differences in the intrinsic

atmosphere-only jet responses are the main driver

of diversity in coupled CMIP5 SIA responses (i.e.,

DSIA). However, the results suggest that historical

biases in jet strength could feed back onto jet

strength projections by influencing historical SIA

and therefore the amount of ice available to retreat

in the future.

FIG. 10. (a) As in Fig. 3b, but for a subset of the 12 coupled CMIP5 simulations for which corresponding atmospheric components are

available across both amip and amipFuture (see Table 1); (b) As in (a), but for coupled RCP8.5 DJSTR vs amipFuture DJSTR. (c) As in

(a), but for RCP8.5 DSIA vs amipFuture DJSTR.

TABLE 3. Regression variances explained and sign of slopes (jrjr) for cross-model correlations between baseline and forcing response in

JSTR and JPOS. Statistical significance is indicated as in Table 2.

Historical, RCP8.5 (n 5 36) amip, amipFuture (n 5 12)

JSTR, DJSTR JPOS, DJPOS JSTR, DJSTR JPOS, DJPOS

Annual 20.33 20.40 0.00 20.23

DJF 20.26 20.14 0.00 0.09

MAM 20.33 20.29 20.08 20.54

JJA 20.26 20.69 0.00 20.51

SON 20.22 20.35 0.00 0.00
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5. Discussion

In evaluating diversity in jet responses and Antarctic

amplification, an important consideration is that, as has

been noted previously (Chavaillaz et al. 2013;

Bracegirdle et al. 2015), CMIP5 models with a large

tropical (and indeed global) transient twenty-first-

century warming do not necessarily exhibit a large

surface warming at southern high latitudes. A key con-

sequence of this is that Antarctic amplification is highly

correlated with both absolute projected Antarctic

warming andDSIA (r5 0.90 and20.88, respectively, for

annual mean quantities). Therefore, in a qualitative

sense, Antarctic amplification, absolute Antarctic

warming, and DSIA may be considered as interchange-

able across the CMIP5 models. This is relevant to pro-

jections of the westerly jet, for which changes in the

meridional temperature gradient associated with Ant-

arctic amplification are of key importance. It is notable

that this contrasts with the Arctic, where Arctic ampli-

fication is less strongly correlated with absolute Arctic

warming and sea ice area change (r 5 0.63 and 20.56,

respectively, for the 36 CMIP5 models assessed here)

and absolute near-surface (2m) warming is more

strongly correlated with global warming (r5 0.81, which

compares to r 5 0.40 for Antarctic vs global warming).

The implication is that efforts to observationally con-

strain uncertainty in Antarctic amplification (at least in

the CMIP5 models) are analogous to constraining ab-

solute Antarctic warming, whereas over the Arctic one

needs to consider regional warming relative to lower

latitudes.

As a consequence of this close cross-model associa-

tion betweenAntarctic amplification and sea ice change,

Antarctic sea ice responses are strongly correlated with

SH responses in lower-tropospheric meridional tem-

perature gradient and therefore highly relevant to un-

certainty in responses of the westerly jet. Our results

are in agreement with previous studies showing that

diversity in multimodel projections of SH jet shift is

strongly related to equator–pole meridional tempera-

ture gradients in both the upper and lower troposphere

(Wilcox et al. 2012; Gerber and Son 2014; Harvey et al.

2014; Grise and Polvani 2016). In agreement with Grise

and Polvani (2016), we find that intermodel diversity in

projected jet shift is not strongly related to sea ice.

Rather, for the twenty-first-century period and scenario

evaluated here, jet strength was found to be much more

strongly related to SIA than jet latitude. Therefore, al-

though sea ice has been found to induce jet shifts in

idealized numerical experiments (e.g., Kidston et al.

2011; Bader et al. 2013; Sime et al. 2013), other factors

appear to dominate model uncertainty in jet shift in the

fully coupled global change scenarios evaluated here.

Recent studies based on simplified modeling frame-

works provide a possible explanation of the stronger

cross-model link between SIA and jet strength com-

pared to latitude. Both McGraw and Barnes (2016) and

Baker et al. (2017) show that low-level, high-latitude

heating anomalies in dry dynamical models induce a

more consistent impact on jet strength than jet latitude

across a range of model configurations [different base-

line jet latitudes in McGraw and Barnes (2016) and

different latitudes of maximum heating in Baker et al.

(2017)]. It should be noted that studies of paleoclimate

simulations show a stronger cross-model link between

sea ice (and polar amplification) and uncertainty in jet

shift when comparing the Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM) and preindustrial climate conditions. It is sug-

gested that this can be explained by the greater impor-

tance of polar temperature changes in model diversity in

equator–pole temperature gradient changes between

the LGM and preindustrial period and the closer prox-

imity of the lower-latitude sea ice edge to the core of the

eddy-driven jet (Chavaillaz et al. 2013; Sime et al. 2016).

In terms of future projections, a key point is that ap-

proximately half of the variance in projected twenty-

first-century westerly jet strength response across the

CMIP5 models is correlated with model-simulated his-

torical sea ice area, which is an observable variable. This

raises the question of whether differences between

simulated and observed climatological SIA (e.g., see

vertical dashed lines in Figs. 3a,e) could be used to

provide an observational constraint on future pro-

jections of the westerly jet (i.e., an ‘‘emergent con-

straint’’; see Collins et al. 2012). However, to develop

TABLE 4. As in Table 3, but for amip4xCO2 and amip4K responses. Statistical significance is indicated as in Table 2.

amip, amip4xCO2 (n 5 12) amip, amip4K (n 5 12)

JSTR, DJSTR JPOS, DJPOS JSTR, DJSTR JPOS, DJPOS

Annual 0.06 20.27 0.00 20.24

DJF 20.05 20.15 20.24 0.03

MAM 0.02 20.34 20.06 20.20

JJA 0.01 20.15 0.08 20.52

SON 20.02 20.41 0.12 20.02
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confidence in such an approach, it will be important to

better understand the drivers of present-day sea ice

biases and diversity in projected responses. The com-

parison between atmosphere-only and coupled simula-

tions conducted here suggests a coupled feedback

between historical jet strength and future response.

Specifically, atmospheric components of the CMIP5

models with a weaker westerly jet consequently

exhibit a smaller SIA in coupledmode; less retreat of sea

ice is therefore possible under future warming scenarios

giving weaker polar amplification and stronger jet

strengthening.

With regard to the first step in the above suggested

coupled feedback (i.e., the cross-model link between

mean-state SIA and JSTR), Fig. 9a closely reflects the

results of Mahlstein et al. (2013), who evaluated cross-

model links in the CMIP5 models between coupled

mean-state sea ice area and coupled surface westerly

wind strength south of 558S. Their suggested mechanism

for this relationship is that stronger surface westerlies

cause a faster Ekman transport of the sea ice to the north

by the Coriolis force and therefore more expansive sea

ice. This is in agreement with the interpretation of

Landrum et al. (2012) in their evaluation of the CMIP5

model with the second-largest mean-state annual-mean

SIA of those assessed here (CCSM4). They also con-

cluded that atmospheric circulation biases are key.

Specifically, in CCSM4 the westerly wind stress bias is

more than 30% larger than reanalysis products between

508 and 608S, which is coincident with too-large equa-

torward sea ice transport and cool Southern Ocean

SSTs.

This clear cross-model correlation between stronger

westerlies and more sea ice is less robust in studies of

transient responses to wind forcing [e.g., southern an-

nular mode (SAM) index increases associated with the

ozone hole formation], which in some climate models

emerge as long-term SIA increases and in others emerge

as SIA decreases (Sigmond and Fyfe 2010; Bitz and

Polvani 2012; Smith et al. 2012; Purich et al. 2016;

Holland et al. 2017; Kostov et al. 2017). The intermodel

differences appear to be associated with a balance be-

tween equatorward Ekman transport (which is generally

dominant on shorter annual–decadal time scales) acting

to decrease Southern Ocean SSTs and increase SIA and

upward Ekman pumping of warmer subsurface waters

acting to increase SSTs and reduce SIA (which in ap-

proximately half of CMIP5models emerges as dominant

on longer time scales) (Ferreira et al. 2015; Holland et al.

2017; Kostov et al. 2017).

One possible reason for the less consistent results in

the studies on transient responses to SAM/westerly

anomaly forcing compared to studies on mean-state

biases is that differences in mean-state JSTR are con-

siderably larger in amplitude (a range of approximately

4m s21 in annual-mean JSTR across the AMIP models;

see Fig. 9c) than the wind anomalies associated with the

ozone hole [summer-only, near-surface jet strength

perturbations of ;0.3m s21 over three decades (e.g.,

Bracegirdle et al. 2013)]. With comparatively large dif-

ferences in zonal wind profile, it is possible that Ekman

transport plays a more important role than Ekman

pumping or that the differing seasonality leads to a dif-

fering role for Ekman pumping. However, these sug-

gestions will need to be considered in further research in

which it will be essential to understand the different but

interrelated roles of heat and momentum fluxes in

driving mean-state SST and sea ice biases.

Although the AMIP–CMIP5 comparisons can help to

identify causality, there is clearly further research re-

quired into linkages between sea ice, the broader

Southern Ocean system, and atmospheric circulation.

Key questions are as follows:

1) Domodels that closely replicate observed SIA do so

for the right reasons? [Current research comparing

observed and simulated sea ice budgets indicates

that this may not be the case (e.g., Uotila et al.

2014).]

2) To what extent do SIA-related proximal Southern

Ocean surface conditions contribute to coupled in-

teractions with the westerly jet?

In summary, many drivers of diversity in projections of

SH circulation have been suggested in the literature,

such as shortwave radiative forcing (associated with

clouds; Ceppi et al. 2014), biases in atmospheric jet lat-

itude (which affects eddy feedbacks; Chen and Held

2007; Barnes and Hartmann 2010; Simpson et al. 2012),

and related biases in jet variability (which are important

in relation to fluctuation–dissipation theory; Kidston

and Gerber 2010; McGraw and Barnes 2016). All likely

play a role in the fully coupled CMIP5 multimodel en-

semble. The results shown here emphasize the potential

importance of coupled baseline biases in SIA and

westerly jet strength as a key source of diversity in

CMIP5 jet responses under future climate change sce-

narios. This raises the possibility of developing obser-

vational constraints on future projections of winds over

the Southern Ocean.
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APPENDIX

Additional Information on the CMIP5 Models

The purpose of this appendix is to provide addi-

tional information on the CMIP5 models and the mod-

eling center acronyms. More precise listings of the

realizations used for each CMIP5 variable and model

are shown in the tables of the supplemental material

(Tables S1–S3).

BCC Beijing Climate Center, China Meteo-

rological Administration

CCCma Canadian Centre for Climate Model-

ling and Analysis

CMCC Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I

Cambiamenti Climatici

CNRM–

CERFACS

Centre National de Recherches

Météorologiques–Centre Européen
de Recherche et de Formation

Avancées en Calcul Scientifique

CSIRO–BoM Commonwealth Scientific and In-

dustrial Research Organisation

(CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteo-

rology (BoM)

CSIRO–

QCCCE

Commonwealth Scientific and In-

dustrial Research Organisation in

collaboration with the Queens-

land Climate Change Centre of

Excellence (QCCCE)

EC-EARTH EC-EARTH consortium

FIO First Institute of Oceanography, State

Oceanic Administration (SOA)

GCESS College of Global Change and Earth

System Science, Beijing Normal

University

INM Institute of Numerical Mathematics

IPSL L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

LASG–CESS LASG, Institute of Atmospheric

Physics, Chinese Academy of Sci-

ences; and Center for Earth Sys-

tem Science (CESS), Tsinghua

University

MIROC (for

MIROC5)

Atmosphere and Ocean Research

Institute (The University of Tokyo),

National Institute for Environmental

Studies, and JAMSTEC

MIROC (for

MIROC-

ESM-CHEM)

JAMSTEC, Atmosphere and Ocean

Research Institute (The University

of Tokyo), and National Institute

for Environmental Studies

MOHC Met Office Hadley Centre

MPI-M Max Planck Institute for Meteorology

MRI Meteorological Research Institute

NASA GISS NASA Goddard Institute for Space

Studies

NCAR National Center for Atmospheric

Research

NCC Norwegian Climate Centre

NIMR/KMA National Institute of Meteorological

Research/Korea Meteorological

Administration

NOAA/GFDL NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory

NSF–DOE–

NCAR

National Science Foundation, U.S.

Department of Energy, and Na-

tional Center for Atmospheric

Research
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